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Greetings Citadel!!! 

 

We’ve had a lot of new faces come our way in the last few months, which has been 
simply amazing! Our newcomers need all of the positivity, help and support that Citadel 
can provide, and I know we’re all more than capable of making them feel welcome! For 
those of you who are newcomers, Sir Berold will be running an SCA 101 class at his 
residence on Saturday, January 11th at 5PM. No garb is necessary, and he’ll cover the 
basics of what you need to know about everything the SCA does. Sir Berold can be 
contacted at bearboetto@elp.rr.com if you have any questions ahead of time, or need 
directions. 
 
Our 30th Anniversary event is coming up on January 25th, where we’ll be starting the 
day with Champions Tournaments in preparation for WAR, followed by WAR practice 
and classes, for those not involved in the martial preparations for war, and then court, 
feast, fun, friendship…and then some after-reveling. We look forward to seeing all of 
you there! 
 
ESTRELLA WAR is nearly upon us! If you have never been to an Estrella War in the 
past, I cannot begin to describe the amount of fun that can be had there between 
fighting, parties, classes and the infamous shopping war point. If you’re interested in 
going to WAR, let us know. We *will* find a way to get you and your gear there! Baron 
Warmin will be running the Ye Coli Inn, and will have food plans available for those 
camping with us. Three squares a day for less than the average cost of eating one meal 
at the food court is an excellent deal if you don’t want to deal with packing your own 
food or dealing with the expense of the food court. His Excellency can be contacted at 
belshirehouse@yahoo.com – please make sure you contact him ahead of time so he can 
bring enough food! 
 
We’re looking for event proposals and people interested in running events over the 
course of 2014. If you’re interested, or just want to learn more about the behind-the-
scenes organization of the SCA, feel free to contact either of us. We’d like to have one 
event a quarter in the coming year, and Her Excellency has expressed a desire to see 
the return of Citadel Crest Tournament and the Queen of Love and Beauty Tournament, 
which is something we can all look forward to having fun with! 
 

Christopher & Jamila 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From Their Excellences 
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Seneschal:  Go to events. 
 

Knight Marshal:  Weekend Fighter Practice is on Sunday at Noon at Album Park, 
3001 Parkwood Street, El Paso, TX 79925-5539,  
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=album+park+el+paso&client=opera&oe=utf-
8&channel=suggest&fb=1&cid=0,0,7430875193181173898&z=16&vpsrc=0&iwloc=A 
Mid-Week fighter practice is on Tuesday at 6:30 PM at Album Park. 
 

Exchequer: The Citadel is in sound financial condition.   
 

Chiurgeon: We are healthy. 
 

Scribe:  We had a busy month!  Many of our members, and potential members. 

 
Arts and Sciences:   
Zayd- finger loop research, learned to knit, shibori, costumes, braiding 
 
Seamus- blacksmithing, Wisby coat of plates, brigandine gorget 
 
Master Willem- teaching blacksmithing 
 
Mevanou Verch Reys Yriskynit- spindles for largesse, three fingered 
leatheroves, written paper on Pilgrimages in 1400's Wales 
 
Tariq- blacksmithing, center grip oval shield, lamellar cuirass, 
etching stainless stell for coat of four mirrors, medieval meatloaf 
 
Giovanni-  six water bearer scrolls for Great Western War, three scrolls for 
Coronation, two scrolls for Caer Galen Midwinter, quarterly newsletter, 
updated Baronial website 
 
Edmund – scrolls for Coronation 
 
Hrogar- six sets elbow cops 
 
Sir Roger- armor 
 
Warmin- brewing 

 
Chronicler: We need a new Chronicler and Web Minister. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Business Meeting  
Minutes 

Art from Citadel Website Officer’s Page and created by the Chronicler 
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Business Meetings  
 
The Business Meetings have been combined with Populace meetings and fighter practice. Please see 
the Baronial website Event Calendar for a listing of all Business Meetings for the remainder of the 
year. The Business Meeting/Populace Meeting, will be held on the last Sunday of each month starting 
at 10:30 at Album Park, 3001 Parkwood.  

 
Fighter & Archery Practices  

 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Citadel-Southern-Pass  
Please contact Baron Nikolaus von Stahlburg at marshal@scaelpaso.org  

 
Citadel of the Southern Pass Weekend Fighter practice is held every 
Sunday starting at 10:30 at the Album Park, 3001 Parkwood Street, El Paso, TX 79925-
5539, http://maps.google.com/maps?q=album+park+el+paso&client=opera&oe=utf-
8&channel=suggest&fb=1&cid=0,0,7430875193181173898&z=16&vpsrc=0&iwloc=A 

 
Nahrun Kabirun  

 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Nahrun_Populace  
See http://nahrun.outlands.org/ for more information, or contact Lord Ambro-sius van Beck, Knight 
Marshal for Nahrun, at darthmallrat2k@yahoo.com. Sun-day Archery Practice is on hold. Contact   
Lord Einar on the Nahrun Yahoo! Group list for information on practices. For up-to-date archery info,  
join the Citadel Archers yahoo group, http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Citadel_Archers  

 
Dance Practices  

 
TIME: Monday nights at Chapin High School dance room at 5:30.  The dance room is toward 
the north end of the school, near the athletic fields and gyms.  If you get lost or anticipate 
coming a little later, just let us know!  Call or text 471..20 21 

 
Bi-Monthly Arts and Science meeting POC: Lady Sasha confettiparties@gmail.com,. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Area Calendar 

http://www.scaelpaso.org/reg_events.html
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http://maps.google.com/maps?q=album+park+el+paso&client=opera&oe=utf-8&channel=suggest&fb=1&cid=0,0,7430875193181173898&z=16&vpsrc=0&iwloc=A
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January: 
 

Barony of Fontaine dans Sable: Twelfth Night and War Practice 
Dates: 18th and 19th  
Time:  Site opens on Saturday (18th) at 1:00 PM and closes 10:30 PM  

(Aztec Senior Center, 101 S. Park Ave. Aztec, NM 87410) 
Site opens, on Sunday (19th) at 11:00 AM and closes at dusk 
(Riverside Park, 500 S Light Plant Rd. Aztec, NM 87410) 

 
Event Steward: THL Isabella di Francesco Am-brosini (Amanda Cole-Meyers) 

isabellaambrosini@msn.com 505-8016896 

Site Fee: (Saturday) $15.00 for adults $6.00 for children (Ages 6 - 17) Children free admittance (Ages 0-5) Family 
cap: $42.00 Non-member sur-charge will be in addition to stated site fees. Checks can be made to "SCA Inc. - 
Fontaine dans Sable" 

Make checks payable to "SCA Inc - Barony of Fontaine dans Sable" 

Site is Dry 

Site Fee: (Sunday) Site is free; However there will be a donation luncheon that day so be sure to leave room for 
delicious food ready to warm even the coldest fighter! 

http://www.fontainesca.org/12thnight/site.htm 
 

Citadel 30th Anniversary 
Dates: 25th 
Barony of the Citadel of the Southern Pass 
Time:  9 AM - 9 PM 
Location: Holy Spirit Episcopal Church, 10500 Kenworthy St., El Paso, Texas 79924  
 

February: 
 

Blaiddwyn Ball 
Dates: 1st   
Time:  10:30 A.M. to 2 P.M. 
Location: Blaiddwyn College, UNM, Albuquerque, NM 
 

al-Barran Baronial Polling 
Dates: 15th  
Location: Barony of al_Barran Albuquerque, NM 
 

Estrella War XXX 
Dates: 25th – March 3rd 
Location: Schnepf Farms, 24810 S. Rittenhouse Road, Queen Creek, AZ  85242 
 
http://estrellawar.org/ 
 
 
 
 

Upcoming Events 

http://www.fontainesca.org/12thnight/site.htm
http://estrellawar.org/


 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Estrella War XXX Invites gentle lords and ladies to Teach at our A&S Collegium!  
 
We extend this invitation to all who have a desire to share their knowledge and skill with others.  You do not 
need to be a Laurel to teach, but we certainly welcome Laurels to teach. 
 
 We are looking for Classes on Fighting Technique, Make and Take Classes, Basic skills Classes and Intermediate 
and Advanced skills Classes, Classes in Heraldry, Classes on Courtesies, Classes in European Dance, Classes in 
Calligraphy and Illumination, Classes in Medieval and Renaissance Cooking techniques, Classes in Embroidery, 
Classes on Banner Making, Classes on Nalbinding, Classes on Spinning Wool, Classes on Wood working, Classes on 
Middle Eastern Dance, Classes on Middle Eastern Drum, Classes on Bardic Arts, Classes for Youth, Classes on 
pre-17th Century Cultures, and Classes on SCA History including Estrella War History.  
 
This list is just the tip of the mountaintop. We could not easily put in print every possible area of the Arts and 
Sciences that we study, but if your chosen area is not listed, please offer to teach and get the word out that your 
favorite art or science is something worth knowing.  
 
If you wish to teach, please contact Lady Aoife, the A&S Class Coordinator, to get your class on her schedule.  
Here is the link to the sign-up form:  
 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dDFRY2NOaTNfdTdWcVJqNTZPOGJkRXc6MQ 
 
If you are not inclined to teach this year, please remember we also have A&S Demonstration (Demos) times 
available for you to show off your talent and skill.  You may sign up for a Demo using the same form as for 
teaching.    
 
We look forward to learning from you!  
Estrella War XXX Mains 
Victoria, Tigra and Magdalen 
  
KNOWN WORLD November 27, 2013 Estrella War Announcement Digest A&S Edition (Please use the reference 
numbers next to the bolded categories to find the topics you wish to find out more about). 
Contents: 
 
1.    A&S Classes and Demonstrations - You are cordially invited to share your art, skill or special knowledge of 
these current Middle Ages to an eager group of students. Interactive arts and science demonstrations will be 
offered. 
  
2.    A&S Competition is an inter-kingdom competition held to allow artisans of all ages to compete and receive 
feedback about their work from an inter-kingdom judging team. 
  
3.    A&S Showcase provides a setting where artisans can sit with medieval style works they have completed or 
have in progress, and discuss those pieces with SCA Peers and populace from many Kingdoms. 
  
4.    A&S 50 Challenge - This Challenge involves doing 50 things in the Arts and Sciences from now until May 1st, 
AS 50/2015, in honor of the SCA's 50th Birthday. 
  
******************************************************************************************** 
1. 
A&S Classes and Demonstrations 
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED! 
 
We want Estrella War XXX to be an event to be remembered for years to come and in order to do that, we need 
your help. Therefore, you are cordially invited to share your art, skill or special knowledge of these current  
 
 
 
 

Upcoming Events Cont. 



 
 
 
Middle Ages to an eager group of students. Your classes can be as short as one hour and as long as a full day. 
Classes will be held Wednesday through Saturday, February 26-March 1, 2014 and begin at 9AM and finish by 
6PM each day. You are also welcome to offer your class(es) at multiple times or days. If you have special 
requirements for the class, you may contact the Collegium Coordinator to discuss these requirements. 
 
Estrella War XXX Collegium will be bigger and better than ever before. Classes will be held in all categories, 
including arms/armour, cooking, clothing, sciences, manuscript arts, performing arts, textiles, brewing, 
metalwork, leatherwork, heraldry and more. The classes will be held from Wednesday, February 26, 2014 
through Saturday, March 1, 2014 and are open to anyone attending the war. Each day, classes begin at 9 AM 
and the last class will be finished by 6 pm to allow attendees to enjoy the evening festivities. 
 
Classes are generally free, unless the instructor requests a material fee in the class description. See the class 
schedule for class dates, times, any associated materials fees, class size limits and age limits. Schedules will be 
posted on this website, in the gatebook, on kiosks throughout the war site and at the collegium. You may sign up 
the day of the classes starting at 8 AM and the classes are filled on a first come, first served basis. There will be 
wait lists for classes that have been filled and if there are any cancellations or no shows, the spaces will be filled 
from the wait lists. 
 
•      As in 2013, the classes will be arranged in Colleges of related topics, which makes finding the classes you are 
interested in much easier! The colleges are: 
•      The College of War; i.e., arms and amour, war machines, historical combat strategies, bowery/fletching, etc. 
•      The College of Culinary Arts 
•      The College of Clothing; Historical clothing, footwear, and accessories 
•      The College of Sciences 
•      The College of Manuscript Arts; parchment/paper making, inks, calligraphy and illuminations, book 
binding, cartography, etc. 
•      The College of Performing arts; music, spoken, dance, puppetry, juggling, etc. 
•      The College of Textile arts 
•      The College of the trades; woodworking, leather working. Brewing, metal work, ceramics, glass making, etc. 
•      College of Heraldry 
 
There will be an area set aside for participants to work on unfinished projects, wait for the next class to start or 
just soak up the artsy inspirational atmosphere. 
Arts & Sciences Demonstrations 
 
Interactive arts and science demonstrations will be offered in conjunction, and at the same location, as the arts 
and sciences Collegium. Four workshops will be set up for artisans use to demonstrate their art or science. 
Workshops are scheduled in three-hour blocks. An artisan may also request the booth for the duration of the 
entire day, or offer to demonstrate their art on two different days. 
 
These demonstrations are not for observation only, but to afford the person viewing the rare opportunity to try 
their hand at the art form being demonstrated. Imagine yourself emerged in an art form you have always 
wanted to try! Nothing gives you a deeper appreciation of an art form that to experience it for yourself. 
Please help us to promote the arts and sciences and inspire new artisans. Nothing is as rewarding as to see that 
spark ignite in someone’s eyes when they get their first taste of the pure potentiality of the artistic creative 
process. Demonstrations are a no fuss way to share your passion and expertise. 
 
Sign up to be a demonstrational artist using the online A&S Teacher Sign-up Form. 
 
2. 
ESTRELLA WAR XXX ARTS & SCIENCES COMPETITION CATEGORIES 
 
•      Dyeing: Any pre-17th Century item that has been treated to change the color through the process of dyeing; 
not painting or staining. The main focus of the category is on the process used. Documentation should include 
all materials used and a detailed description of the process. Include specific time period or region and 
appropriateness for the material. The process should be complete and have been applied to a medium. Any 
actual dyes brought must be in a sealed container. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
  
•      Favors: Traditional favors are tokens of love, affection or remembrance often given to fighters from their 
consorts in the SCA. The favor is something that could be worn on the person and symbolizes a special 
relationship. The favor should be able to be feasibly worn, be made of any pre-17th century medium and be no 
larger than 12 inches in any direction. The entry must be a completed item and have an SCA usage. NOTE: 
scarves, sleeves, or items of equal size can be entered, as an attached favor that could/would be folded in two to 
hang and or attach, will then fit in a 12 inch square. 
  
•      Subtleties: Any pre-17th Century Western Europe presentation of food intended to be a form of 
entertainment. Presentation should be documented to the time period and country. Although the food items 
included should be originally edible, the finished product need not be edible. A list of ingredients should be 
included with documentation as well as indicating whether or not the item is edible, and if it can be sampled. 
 
ARTS & SCIENCES COMPETITION 
 
The Estrella War Arts & Sciences Competition is an inter-kingdom competition held to allow artisans compete 
and receive feedback about their work from an inter-kingdom judging team. Competitors are not declaring for a 
side but enter the competition for the individual glory. The winner of each category will be declared the Estrella 
War Arts & Sciences Champion for their area. The competition is: 
 
1.    Coordinated by Atenveldt’s Minister of Arts & Sciences 
2.    Open to any entrants who wish to compete 
3.    Limited to three categories of Arts and Sciences 
4.    Governed by rules that are based off of previously accepted and negotiated rules from prior Estrella Wars. 
5.    For complete details on the polling process used to determine the categories please visit the Estrella page of 
the Kingdom of Atenveldt Ministry of Arts & Sciences website. 
 
The categories for competition at each war are selected at least 12 months in advance giving artisans ample 
time to prepare entries for the competition. For example, the categories for the Estrella War XXX (February 
2014) Arts & Sciences Competition was decided by TRM Majesties Of Atenveldt, with assistance from KMoAS of 
Atenveldt, Dame Jennifer Trethewy, and the final report from a Society wide Poll results. Since there is no 
treaty for Estrella War XXX, the categories for Estrella War XXXI will be determined by a polling of the 
populace and announced at Estrella War XXX (February 2014). 
  
YOUTH ARTS & SCIENCES COMPETITION 
 
Since we did not get a lot of entries in 2013 as we had hoped, to make it even easier to enter Youth A&S 
Competition we are keeping the same Youth A&S Category. The ages that can compete are from eleven years of 
age to seventeen years of age and only one entry per youth. All Youth A&S Competition Rules are on the 
Kingdom of Atenveldt Arts and Sciences web site, under the Estrella tab. 
  
ESTRELLA WAR XXX ARTS & SCIENCES YOUTH COMPETITION CATEGORIES 
 
This year again it will be: 
 
1.    Artifacts (e.g., heraldic display, bowery/fletching. ceramics/pottery, jewelry/decorative pieces, calligraphy 
and/or illumination, needlework, toys and games, footwear/accessories, etc.) 
For full information about the rules and schedule and to learn more about how this competition has been run in 
prior years, go to the Estrella page of the Kingdom of Atenveldt Ministry of Arts & Sciences website. If you are 
interested in judging or assisting with running the competition, or you have questions about the categories for 
the competition, please contact Coordinated by Atenveldt’s Minister of Arts & Sciences. 
  
POLL -ESTRELLA WAR XXXI 2015ARTS & SCIENCES COMPETITION CATEGORY 
Please go to the Vote for the Categories for the 2015 EW A&S Competition categories. Go to the Estrella page of 
the Kingdom of Atenveldt Ministry of Arts & Sciences website. 
  
3. 
Artisan Showcase 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
An annual Artisan Showcase is held at Estrella War, to provide a setting where artisans can sit with medieval 
style works they have completed or have in progress, and discuss those pieces with SCA Peers and populace from 
many SCA Kingdoms. The event is intended to invite questions, advice, commentary and interaction between 
Peers, populace and artisans in a relaxed, social environment. 
 
Traditional Showcase 
 
All members of the populace are invited to participate, either as an artisan showing pieces, or as someone who 
wishes to view the displays and speak with artisans. Appropriate displays include all forms of Arts & Sciences 
studied in the SCA, including (but not limited to) calligraphy and illumination, furniture, heraldic display, 
clothing and accessories, armor, metalwork and casting, leatherwork, lace work, embroidery, beadwork, 
ceramic arts, glasswork, cooking, brewing and medieval style performing arts. Artisans who have 
documentation for their pieces are encouraged to bring the documentation so it may be included in their 
display. It is for non-laurels in attendance only, and is the perfect medium for artisans to display their works 
and get to discuss their passion for their art form with the Laurels, Crowns and populace from all over the 
Known World. 
 
Laurels Showcase 
 
All members of the Noble Order of the Laurel from throughout the Known World are invited to participate. 
Appropriate displays are the same as the Traditional Showcase. Documentation and source material is heavily 
encouraged. In this Showcase the roles are reversed and the Laurels get the opportunity to share their body of 
works. Most importantly, their range of information and understanding of their art forms are yours just for the 
asking. 
  
4. 
A&S 50 Challenge 
 
As Estrella War celebrates its 30th year, we look to the 50th year of the Society with The A&S 50 Challenge. This 
Challenge involves doing 50 things in the Arts and Sciences from now until May 1st, AS 50/2015, in honor of the 
SCA's 50th Birthday. The Estrella XXX - A&S 50 Challenge Display is an opportunity for Challengers from all 
over the Knowne World to gather together and celebrate the Arts and Sciences in scholarship and good 
fellowship. The Challenge started in 2007, but is an open-ended, individual pursuit that can be started at 
anytime. 
  
Estrella War XXX invites A&S 50 Challengers to come out to war and display their achievements -- whether they 
be completed or in progress. This may be done by bringing out the actual items made, much like an Artisan's 
Display, or one could prepare a presentation like a school science fair with tri-fold display boards, or one could 
bring photos to share of one's progress, or one could display with sample performances or demonstrations. Here 
is it's main webpage: http://artsandsciences50.org/pb/wp_e3b21067/wp_e3b21067.html 
  
The Challenge is a chance to develop skills and learn more about what interests you in a non-competitive, 
community-based environment. YOU decide what you want to create and get encouragement from the 
Challenge Community along the way. There are three types of Challenges, outlined below. You can do one or 
several, alone or in groups - it is all up to you!  
 
The Three Kinds of Challenges: 
 
The Depth Challenge –  
 
*50 of any one type of thing, in order to push your skills and knowledge to new levels (how broadly you define 
this is up to you) 
 
The Breadth Challenge -  
*do/make/learn 50 new and different things (how new, and how different is up to you/your group), or, 
 
The Persona Challenge -  
*making/learning 50 different things that your persona would know, have, or know how to do 
Please join us to celebrate our Society's 50 years through the Arts and Sciences! 
 
 



  
 
  
If you are hosting an activity or special event for Estrella War XXX and would like it to be promoted please 
send it to Mains2014@estrellawar.org and CC it to promotions@estrellawar.org. 
  
In Service, 
Arianna Marie della Luna, Baroness of the Court 
Estrella War XXX Promotions 

 
March: 
 

Crown Tournament 

Dates: 8-9th  
Location:  Barony of Fontaine dans Sable, Farmington, NM 
 
Gulf Wars 
Dates: 9-16 
Location: King’s Arrow Ranch, Lumberton, MS 
 
http://www.gulfwars.org/ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gulfwars.org/


 
 

 
 
 
 
Mevanou verch Reys Yriskynit 
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"Blackwork is black, except when it’s not. Blackwork is reversible, except when it’s not. 
Blackwork is a counted thread technique, except when it’s not. Blackwork is called 
“Blackwork,” except (you guessed it) when it’s not." From Lady Roxannes Blackwork 
Article. This quote is the most referred to quote in the SCA. Her blackwork primer is the 
first of many blackwork articles by many people, but her quote is usually what begins the 
Article. I am just continuing tradition. She is, however, quite right.  
 
The simplest definition of "Blackwork" is monochrome embroidery on linen, but it is more 
than that - there are many traditional monochrome-on-linen embroideries that are most 
certainly NOT Blackwork.  And so, rather than trying to define with rules, we define with 
STYLE - whether counted, scrollwork, or strap work, in any color, "Blackwork" has a look all 
its own. 
 
The roots of Blackwork embroidery seem to be in the Middle East - some of the earliest 
recognizable finds are pieces from 14th-15th century Coptic tombs. As in, Egyptian Tombs.  
The technique journeyed into Europe - in the baggage of Crusaders or pilgrims or along the 
trade routes perhaps? And finally made its way to every western country, but seemed to 
find it’s most welcoming home in the productive soil of England... 
 
Black work is again commonly known as Spanish work. Catherine of Aragon was the wife 
of Henry VIII. She is believed to have brought garments in to England from Spain and they 
had black work on them. Black work is done using only black thread. This Urban Myth is 
totally untrue. Black embroidery was known in England before 1500. Geoffrey Chaucer in 
the Canterbury Tales describes the clothing of the miller's wife, Alison: "Of white, too, was 
the dainty smock she wore, embroidered at the collar all about with coal-black silk, alike 
within and out." If that is not a description of blackwork I don't know what you'd call it 
then.  
 
Blackwork in silk on linen was the most common domestic embroidery technique for 
clothing (shirts, smocks, sleeves, ruffs, and caps) and for household items such as cushion 
covers throughout the reign of Elizabeth I, but it lost its popularity by the 17th century.  
 
Where they got their silks. 
 
 
 

A Blackwork Primer 



 
 
 
Sericulture came to Europe in the early Middle Ages; after the 4th crusade (1203-1204) 
silkworm eggs were brought from Constantinople to Venice. Since then silk manufacture 
successfully developed in Italy having become one of the main industries in Venice (13th 
century), Genoa and Florence (14th century), Milan (15th century) etc. In the 14th century 
silk farming started in the south of France and in 1596 sericulture came to Russia. 
In the 13th century silk farming in Western Europe, especially in Italy and France, turned 
into well developed industry. So artisans did not have to wait for shipments from china 
along the silk road to have access to silk for embroidering, although silk was considered to 
be higher quality if it came from china.  

 
Historic Blackwork embroidery is rare to find well-preserved, as the iron-based dye used 
was corrosive to the thread, and there are currently no conservation techniques that can 
stop the decay. Black embroidery silk from outside England, such as Spain, contained less 
iron in the black dye and so Blackwork worked using non-English silk tends to survive in 
better condition. 
 
The stitches used for counted thread blackwork are double running or Holbein stitch, 
backstitch, and sometimes stem stitch. I myself have used split stitch to outline and often fill 
areas as well. Historically it(blackwork) was done on plain weave fabric. Modern hobbyists 
often use even weave fabric made especially for counted thread work. 
 
Historically, there are three common styles of blackwork: 
 
    In the earliest blackwork, counted stitches are worked to make a geometric or small floral 
pattern. Most modern blackwork is in this style, especially the commercially-produced 
patterns that are marketed for hobbyists. 
 
    Later blackwork features large designs of flowers, fruit, and other patterns connected by 
curvilinear stems. These are frequently not counted thread work and are outlined with 
stem stitch, and the outlined patterns are filled with geometric counted designs. 
 
    In the third style of blackwork, the outlined patterns are "shaded" with random stitches 
called seed stitches. This style of blackwork imitates etchings or woodcuts.  
 
The Stitches 
 
Holbein Stitch 
 
Also known as: Double running stitch, Line stitch, Two-sided Line 
stitch, Two-sided Stroke stitch, Square stitch, Chiara  
stitch This stitch follows a pattern where a running  
stitch is done and the gaps between the running stitch 
is filled during a return journey of the needle and  
thread. This causes the stitch to bring out identical  
patterns on either sides of the cloth. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Looking at the history of it, Holbein stitch derives its name from Hans Holbein the younger, 
who was a German artist. He was a portrait painter of the 16th century, who is more 
known to have painted Henry VIII and his children wearing clothing with ‘Blackwork 
embroidery’. 
 
Backstitch  
 
The Back Stitch, also known as Hem Stitch, is a neat stitch utilized in both  
embroidery and plain sewing but is used mainly to ornament linen or fine  
canvas. It is a popular stitch with quilters. It is most easily used on even  
weave fabrics where threads can be counted to ensure even stitches. It can  
be use effectively on simple as well as complex outlines. When completed, it  
looks much like machine stitching. Back stitch can be worked in any  
direction. Although a wonderful stitch for outlining, it should never be  
used as a fill stitch.  
 
Work is done from top to bottom or from right to left.  
 
Bring the needle up upon a traced line, and insert it into the material, a little behind where 
it came up, and bring it out a little beyond, both putting it in and bringing it out upon the 
straight lie. Put the needle down again in the same hole made when it first came up, and 
bring it out again on the line a few threads forward. Continue to make small even stitches 
in this way along the line. The beauty of the stitch depends upon every stitch being made of 
the same size, and kept in an even line. Victorian ladies were advised to draw a thread for 
a guide. Today, if this is not possible or practical; a pen with disappearing ink or temporary 
marking pencil may be used. 
 
Stem Stitch 
 
The Stem Stitch is an outline stitch, but it gives an effect of greater width than the  
Kensington Outline. It is used whenever a heavier outline than 
the Kensington is needed to secure a well balanced result in the 
whole design, and when the Long and Short Stitch would prove 
too heavy. This stitch consists of a closely set row of short  
stitches, which are placed in a slanting direction within  
the outline. This stitch may be worked without a frame.  
Send the needle up from beneath, just within the outline; 
if you are working a leaf, then begin at the stem. Keeping the 
needle pointed downwards, insert the point of the needle on the 
outline a little above, so that the stitch shall slant upward, and  
bring it up again, within the line, a little above the first stitch.  
Follow the outline in this manner to the tip and back to the stem on the left side (see figure 
above.) The more the angle is increased the wider the line becomes. This stitch is of especial 
value in stems, which need to be wider than the ordinary outline which make them, and it 
is from this that the stitch gains its name.  
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Split Stich 
 
The Split Stitch forms a narrow outline which lies close to the fabric and  
on this account can be used to better advantage for outlining curves 
than the Kensington Outline Stitch. This stitch should be worked  
toward you from a point farther away. It may be made 
in the hand, but less silk is required if it is worked in a 
frame. To work it in the hand, bring the needle up at the 
nearest point of the outline, send it down a little in advance and out 
again just beyond, as though making a seam or running stitch. Now  
take a back stitch, inserting the point of the needle in the end of the first stitch instead of 
beside it, thus splitting the silk. Proceed with this back stitch until the outline is covered.  
 
 
Books to look for: 
1.  Blackwork Embroidery (Dover Embroidery, Needlepoint) by Elisabeth Geddes 
2.  Blackwork by Lesley Barnett 
3.  Beginner's Guide to Blackwork by Lesley Wilkins 
4.  The art of English blackwork by Jane D. Zimmerman 
5.  Blackwork Embroidery: Design and Technique by Margaret Pascoe 
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1. Blackwork Embroidery Primer by Lady Roxanne 
http://www.prettyimpressivestuff.com/blackwork.htm 
2. Blackwork Embroidery Archive 
http://www.blackworkarchives.com/ 
3. Downloadable Middle Eastern Samplers 
http://awalimofstormhold.wordpress.com/tag/blackwork/  
4. Embroidery Stitches 
http://www.victorian-embroidery-and-crafts.com/embroidery-stitches.html#B 
5. Middle Eastern Double Running Stitch Embroidery 
http://home.comcast.net/~mathilde/embroidery/chartdr/vollion.htm 
6. Medieval Egyptian double running stitch Embroidery 
http://heatherrosejones.com/egyptianblackwork/index.html  
7. Coptic Embroidery Patterns for Double Running Stitch 
http://awalimofstormhold.wordpress.com/embroidery-charts/  
8. Silk Road and Sericulture 
http://www.advantour.com/silkroad/sericulture-expansion-to-the-west.htm 
9. Sericulture 2 
http://www.insects.org/ced1/seric.html 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 

Baroness Jamila al-Zuhayriyya 
 
Single seam coif seen in many period illustrations 
 
Time: ~2 hours – hand sewn 
 
Materials:  
• 1/3 yard of fine linen or linen-look fabric.  You can use bleached muslin for your first. 
• Thread that matches your fabric 
• Needles 
• Soft Pencil 
• Measuring tape 
 
Directions 
 
1. Measure your head 
• Measure from hairline to the center of the back of your head (mine: 10 in)+2 in = 12in   
• Your: _________ + 2 = _________ 
• Measure from center of head to just below your ear (mine: 9.5 in)+2 inches = 11.5 
• Your: _________ = 2 = _________ 
 
2.  Cut squares 
• Cut 2 squares/rectangles of fabric the measurements that you just took 
 
3. Draw the back of head 
• Using your pencil round off the corner that will go on top of your head 
• Make a shallower curve on the corner that will go behind your neck  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Cut the Curve 
 
5. Sew the curve 
• Sew from the top right corner around the curves and ending at the nape of the neck.   
• Take 3-5 forward stiches then one back stich. 
 
 

Simple Medieval Coif 



 
 
 
6. French Seam 
• Trim the seam allowance to ¼ in 
• Turn inside out 
• Sew the curve again making sure that the raw edge is not visible. 
 
7. Hem the face 
• Starting with one of the bottom left corners turn the raw edge toward the body of the coif 
about ¼ - 1/2 and stich 
 
8. Hem the neck 
• Turn the raw edge under about ¼ - 1/2 in and stich down 
 
9. Hem the face 
• Turn under again so there is no raw edges to fray and stich down 
 
10. Hem the neck 
• Turn under and stich down. 
 
11. Add ties 
• You may add ties to the bottom left corners 
 
12. Wear the coif 
• Tie under the chin 
• Leave it untied 
• Tie behind your nape. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hans Holbein drawing of Anne Boleyn, 1530 
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